WITCHES   AND   DEMONIAC   POSSESSION
ciation, ethe Company of the Holy Sacrament', of which St. Vin-
cent de Paul was a member, those affiliated to which devoted
themselves to charitable works for the benefit of the afflicted,
distributing alms and visiting the sick, the disabled, and prisoners.
They also devoted their energies to enforcing the observance of
the rules of religion and Catholic morality, and preventing duels,
blasphemy, Sunday labour, the eating of meat en forbidden days,
and feminine misconduct; they denounced those guilty of these
offences to the authorities and made efforts to obtain their punish-
ment. Thus the Company made enemies, who nicknamed it
'la cabale des devdts' (the cabal of the bigots). Moliere, who was
inspired by a personal grudge against it, represented it on the stage
in his Tartufe.
jwitches   and   demoniac   possession
The revival of piety was accompanied by a recrudescence of
fear of the Devil and of the evil spells of sorcerers.1 In France,
as in the rest of Europe, in Protestant and Catholic countries
alike, this was the period of great trials for witchcraft and mass
executions of witches. Leonora Galigai, the confidante of Queen
Marie de' Medici, was condemned to death as a witch by the
Parlement of Paris. This was a period when nervous crises were
attributed to the 'possession' of the sufferer's body by demons,
which caused it to make uncontrollable movements and use
scandalous language. The clergy would arrive in solemn state,
sometimes in the presence of a large body of people, and exorcize
the victims of this 'possession3 in order to expel the demons from
their body. Famous instances occurred in connection with the
nuns of Louviers and Loudun.
JCHANGES   IN   MANNERS
Towards the end of the sixteenth century a profound change
1 As early as the late Middle Ages it was supposed that, like heretics, witches and
sorcerers were in the habit of meeting in assemblies known by the Jewish name of
* Sabbath,' at which they worshipped the Devil with sacrilegious ceremonies.
In 1484 the pope placed sorcerers on the same footing as heretics by ordering that
they were to be punished by burning. An inquisitor with experience of this type
of trial composed a manual for the guidance of judges charged with the examination
of witches and sorcerers.
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